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Geometrical properties of three-dimensional crossed nanowire networks
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Three-dimensional interconnected nanowire networks have recently attracted notable attention for the fabri-
cation of new devices for energy harvesting/storage, sensing, catalysis, magnetic and spintronic applications,
and for the design of new hardware neuromorphic computing architectures. However, the complex branching
of these nanowire networks makes it challenging to investigate these 3D nanostructured systems theoretically.
Here, we present a theoretical description and simulations of the geometric properties of these 3D interconnected
nanowire networks with selected characteristics. Our analysis reveals that the nanowire segment length between
two crossing zones follows an exponential distribution. This suggests that shorter nanowire segments have
a more pronounced influence on the nanowire network properties compared to their longer counterparts.
Moreover, our observations reveal a homogeneous distribution in the smallest distance between the cores of
two crossing nanowires. The results are highly reproducible and unaffected by changes in the nanowire network
characteristics. The density of crossing zones and interconnected nanowire segments is found to vary as the
square of the nanowire density multiplied by their diameter, further multiplied by a factor dependent on the
packing factor. Finally, densities of interconnected segments up to 1013 cm−2 can be achieved for 22-µm-thick
nanowire networks with high packing factors. This has important implications for neuromorphic computing
applications, suggesting that the realization of 1014 interconnections, which corresponds to the approximate
number of synaptic connections in the human brain, is achievable with a nanowire network of about 10 cm2.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.6.023211

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) networks made of interconnected
nanowires (NWs) and nanotubes (NTs) have been devel-
oped in the past decades, raising interest due to their unique
architecture with a high degree of NW interconnectivity, me-
chanical, and functional properties [1–5]. Notably, the system
has potential applications in a wide range of fields such as in
energy harvesting/storage systems [6–8], electronic sensing
devices and actuators [9–11], catalysts [1], electrochromic
elements [12], solar cells [13], biosensors [14], bioanalytical
devices [15,16], photonic devices [2], thermal regulators [17],
magnetic memory [18], spintronics[5,19–21], thermoelec-
tric devices [22–27], spin caloritronic devices [28–32], and
unconventional computing [33–35]. The NW branching struc-
ture offers a good mechanical stability to the networks, which
have been found to be self-supported [4,19,20]. Moreover,
the NW interconnections allow one to easily measure elec-
trical and thermoelectrical properties of these nanostructures.
However, despite the interest generated by the architecture,
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theoretical and simulation studies are still lacking to provide
a better understanding of 3D crossed NW networks. This is
due to the complexity of the nanostructure. Here, we propose
theoretical and simulation studies of the geometrical proper-
ties of 3D interconnected NW networks with various selected
characteristics.

Three-dimensional NW networks are a unique nanoarchi-
tecture made of interconnected NWs to form a mechanically
stable and self-supported film. Electrodeposition into well-
designed track-etched polymer templates has been proved to
be a suitable and low-cost synthesis technique to fabricate
3D nanowire networks with very different geometrical char-
acteristics [1,3], such as mean NW diameter D, the angle
with the network film normal θ , the packing factor P, and
the film thickness h. Here, we propose the study of NW
networks film with characteristics corresponding to recent
studies by Piraux et al. [4]. In this system, NWs are grown into
well-defined templates with crossed cylindrical nanochannels,
which are created by exposing a polycarbonate film to four
irradiation steps with different incident angles. Considering
the z direction as the normal direction of the film, and the x
and y directions as two orthogonal in-plane directions of the
film, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the four resulting nanopore
families make angles of −θ and +θ with respect to the z
direction in the plane x-z and y-z, with θ encompassed be-
tween 20◦ and 25◦. We will consider different high-porosity
systems with diameters of D ≈ 20 nm, 40 nm, 105 nm,
and 230 nm and respective ion impact surface densities n
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the simulated volume of
3D nanowire network and its dimensions, W being the side of the
network film surface considered and h the network film thickness.
The nanowires of diameter D make an angle θ with the surface
normal of the network film, which is the z direction. The x and y
directions refer to two perpendicular directions in the plane of the
network film surface. The interdistance between centers of nanowire
crossing zones is noted L. (b) Unit cell of two crossed nanowires
for an interdistance L between centers of nanowire crossing
zones.

of 4.8 × 1010 cm−2, 1.2 × 1010 cm−2, 2.4 × 109 cm−2, and
5.0 × 108 cm−2. The porosity of the template can be estimated
as P = nπD2/4, which yields respectively P ≈ 15%, 15%,
21%, and 21% for the high-porosity systems studied. Addi-
tionally, we will consider two low-porosity systems with D ≈
40 nm and 80 nm, and n = 6 × 108 cm−2, giving respectively
P ≈ 0.8% and 3%. Note that the porosity of the template
is assumed to be identical to the NW network packing fac-
tor, indicating that the entire template is considered as filled
with NWs.

The complex nanoarchitecture is simulated in a specified
volume V = W 2h of the interconnected NW structure, where
W is the side of a square on the plan (x, y) of the film surface
and h is the film thickness along the z direction. This specified
volume directly depends on the number of surface irradiation
impacts N = 4Nf selected, where Nf is the number of surface
impacts for each of the four families of nanopores. These four
families are defined as follows:

(1) Family 1: Making an angle of +θ with the z direction
in the plane x-z.

(2) Family 2: Making an angle of −θ with the z direction
in the plane x-z.

(3) Family 3: Making an angle of +θ with the z direction
in the plane y-z.

(4) Family 4: Making an angle of −θ with the z direction
in the plane y-z.

The studied volume is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) with the
different parameters. In addition, Fig. 1(b) shows the NW
crossing unit cell, which depends on the length L between
the centers of two successive NW interconnections. Using the
surface density of impact n, the length W is obtained as W =√

N/n, while the thickness is selected by assuming that if a
NW begins at one edge of the surface, its end is located on the
opposite edge, which gives h = W/ tan θ . Taking the thickness
h as fixed by the system, it yields a number of surface irradia-

tion impacts N = n(h tan θ )2, which is rounded to the closest
multiple of four to account for the four identical irradiations
for each of the four families. The center of the irradiation
impact (x0, y0) of each nanopore from the four families on
the surface z = 0 is randomly chosen. Figure 2 shows the
bottom surface (z = 0) for D = 40 nm, n = 1.2 × 1010 cm−2,
and h = 22 µm, where each of the four nanopore families is
indicated in a different color. The NW segments are simu-
lated by cylinders of diameter D along straight lines (referred
as NW axes) with orientation vector (a sin θ, b sin θ, cos θ ),
where a and b are constants that depend on their family, as
provided in the inset of Fig. 2. Moreover, NWs engendered
by impacts from outside the considered surface can also in-
duce crossings inside the considered volume. Therefore, NWs
from each family are also created from N additional impacts
randomly chosen outside the surface as shown in Fig. 2. The
NWs originating from inside the surface of the volume of
interest are noted as “in,” while the NWs originating from
outside the surface of the volume of interest are noted as “out.”
This virtual NW network has been used for all the following
characterizations.

II. NANOWIRE SEGMENT LENGTH DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we present the derivation of the statisti-
cal distribution of the interdistance between two successive
crossing points, noted L, obtained through simulations. A
crossing point is defined as the center of the interconnection
volume between two NWs. Understanding the distribution of
L is essential for simulating the structure of crossed NWs,
as it plays a crucial role in defining the unit cell of the
crossed NW configuration, which is illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
In addition, we derive the shortest distance between the axes
of two NWs, denoted as d . This distance varies from zero
for NWs with axes intersecting, to ±D/2 for NWs that only
touch each other. Furthermore, we investigate the densities of
interconnections and NW segments, as well as the proportion
of interconnections involving two, three, or more NWs. For
this approach, the crossing conditions are separated into three
main categories:

(i) Crossing between two NWs generated from impacts at
the bottom surface of the considered volume.

(ii) Crossing between a NW generated from impacts at the
bottom surface of the considered volume and a NW generated
from impacts outside of the bottom surface of the considered
volume.

(iii) Crossing between two NWs generated from impacts
outside the bottom surface of the considered volume.

Note that we exclude the possibility of interconnection
between two nanowires belonging to the same family, as the
angle is considered as fixed. Therefore, the length between
two crossing points is expected to be slightly overestimated.

We analyze each pair of simulated NW axes, repre-
sented by orientation vectors (a1 sin θ, b1 sin θ, cos θ ) and
(a2 sin θ, b2 sin θ, cos θ ) for the first and second NWs con-
sidered, respectively, along with their respective irradiation
impact centers (x0, y0)1 and (x0, y0)2. We always designate the
first NW as the one with the smaller family index. The shortest
distance |d| between two NWs’ axes is computed using the
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the nanowire network film surface (z = 0) along with the irradiation impacts randomly generated for
the characterization of the geometry of the interconnected structure. Each dot represents one impact, the four families corresponding to the
four different colours. The inset provides the values of the constants a and b needed for the orientation vectors for each of the four nanowire
families.

formula

d =
∣
∣
∣
∣

(b1 − b2)�x − (a1 − a2)�y√
K

∣
∣
∣
∣
, (1)

where K = (a1 − a2)2 + (b1 − b2)2 + (a2
1b2

2 + a2
2b2

1) tan2 θ

and the difference between the center of impacts (�x, �y) is
defined as (x0, y0)1 − (x0, y0)2. A crossing point is considered
only if this distance |d| is smaller that the diameter D and is
located within the total volume (W × W × h) considered in
our simulations. The computed values of K and |d| for each
pair of families are reported in Table S1 in Supplemental
Material [36] Sec. S1, together with the detailed conditions
for crossing (see Table S2 [36]).

The position of the crossing point on the two NW axes,
which are noted P1 and P2, are computed as

P1 = −�x(a1 − a2 + b2K1) − �y(b1 − b2 + a2K2)

K sin θ
(2)

and

P2 = −�x(a1 − a2 − b1K2) − �y(b1 − b2 − a1K1)

K sin θ
, (3)

with K1 = a1b2 tan2 θ and K2 = a2b1 tan2 θ . After computing
the crossing positions Pi for each NW, the interdistances L
between two crossing points are obtained by computing the
distances between successive crossing positions Pi.

First, a NW network with D = 40 nm, θ = 22.5◦, n =
1.2 × 1010 cm−2, W = 9.1 µm, h = 22 µm, which corre-
sponds to N = 9964 NWs, is simulated. A set of 1000
simulations of the system generates a mean value of about
538 000 crossing points (with a standard deviation of about
0.2%), which corresponds to about 294 crossing points per
µm3. The distribution of the interdistance between two centers
of successive NW interconnections L is shown in Fig. 3(a) for
this network. It shows an exponential distribution with a mean
value of λ = 216 nm (this value is identical to the standard de-
viation of the exponential distribution). This value fluctuates
by approximately 0.3% across a set of 1000 simulations. As
seen in Fig. 3(a), the theoretical exponential law 1/λ exp(l/λ)
corresponds well to the simulated data. The largest interdis-
tance between two crossing points is slightly larger than 3 µm.
In addition, we observe that 99% of the segments between
two crossing points are below 1 µm. Furthermore, we find that
60% of the crossing points involve perpendicular families. In
addition, the inset of Fig. 3(a) shows the distribution of the
shortest distance d between two crossing NWs’ axes. As seen,
it displays a homogeneous distribution between −40 nm and
40 nm, which corresponds to the value of the diameter D as
expected as two NWs can only cross if the shortest distance
between them is less than the diameter. These simulations are
repeated several times with very similar results at each run
(the mean value and standard deviation of λ for 100 runs with
these parameters are 216.2 nm and 0.4 nm). Figure 3(b) shows
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FIG. 3. (a) Probability density for the length between two successive crossing points, showing the simulated data (in blue) for D = 40 nm,
θ = 22.5◦, n = 1.2 × 1010 cm−2, and h = 22 µm, and an exponential law 1/λ exp(l/λ) (in red) with λ taken as the mean length between two
successive crossing points. The inset shows the corresponding probability density for the shortest distance between two crossing nanowires
axes with the same parameter, including the simulated data (in blue) and a homogeneous law 1/(2D). (b) Mean length between two successive
crossing points as a function of the number of simulated nanowires (in thousands) taken as the mean value over 100 simulations for a nanowire
network with 40 nm in diameter and about 15% in packing factor. (c) Mean length between two successive crossing points as a function of
the angle θ taken as the mean value over 100 simulations for a nanowire network with 40 nm in diameter and about 15% in packing factor.
The blue areas in (b) and (c) show the error taken as 3 times the standard deviation over 100 runs. (d) Probability density for the length
between two successive crossing points, showing the simulated data (in blue) for D = 105 nm, θ = 22.5◦, n = 2.4 × 109 cm−2, and h = 22
µm, and an exponential law 1/λ exp(l/λ) (in red) with λ taken as the mean length between two successive crossing points. The inset shows
the corresponding probability density for the shortest distance between two crossing nanowire axes with the same parameters, including the
simulated data (in blue) and a homogeneous law 1/(2D).

the mean value of λ as a function of the number N of simulated
irradiation impacts on the surface of the simulated volume
while keeping the same surface density of impacts n, obtained
on 100 runs for each value of N . The blue area shows the error
taken as three times the standard deviation for these 100 runs
(gathering 99.7% of the variation). As seen, the mean value
converges when the value of N is increased while the error
decreases as expected from the law of large numbers.

In the real system, the angle θ varies between 20◦ and 25◦,
which is expected to modify the mean length between two
successive crossing points. Indeed, a change in θ is expected
to modify the probability of crossing NWs from other fami-
lies, as well as to induce additional crossings between NWs
of the same family. However, this largely complicates the
simulation. Instead of randomly affecting an angle θ between
20◦ and 25◦ to each NW, the value of θ is taken as the same
value for all NWs and varied from 20◦ to 25◦, while the
packing factor of the NW networks is maintained by adapting

the studied volume dimensions. This gave a first step toward
understanding the effect of θ on the NW network properties.
Figure 3(c) provides the mean value of λ for 100 runs as a
function of θ , while the other parameters are kept unchanged
(D = 40 nm and n = 1.2 × 1010 cm−2). The blue area in
Fig. 3(c) provides the error taken as three times the standard
deviation. As expected, the larger the value of θ the lower
the mean distance between two crossing points λ. Indeed, the
larger the angle θ , the larger the probability that NW segments
cross inside the volume. This also clearly appeared in the
increase of the number of crossing points going from 362 789
(standard deviation of 806 on 100 runs) for θ = 20◦ to
77 200 (standard deviation of 1044 on 100 runs) for θ = 25◦.
For all values of θ considered, the exponential distribution
1/λ exp(l/λ) is found to fit very well the data, as in Fig. 3(a)
for θ = 22.5◦. Moreover, the same homogeneous distribution
1/80 is obtained for all values of θ for the shortest distance d
between two crossing NWs’ axes.
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FIG. 4. (a), (b) Count of the (a) crossing zone and (b) nanowire segment densities obtained from 1000 simulations of nanowire networks
with D = 40 nm, θ = 22.5◦, n = 1.2 × 1010 cm−2, and h = 22 µm, along with the Gaussian distribution plotted using the mean density and
their respective standard deviations (see Table I). (c) Proportion of crossing zones involving two, three, and four nanowires for various network
characteristics.

Similar studies have also been performed for the NW net-
works with various diameters and ion impact surface densities
achievable in laboratories, giving very similar results. As an
example, Fig. 3(d) shows the exponential distribution of L
obtained for a NW network with D = 105 nm of diameter, a
surface density of impact n = 2.4 × 109 cm−2, and a network
film thickness h = 22 µm, while the angle θ is taken as 22.5◦.
For these parameters, the impact surface has a side W of
9.1 µm and N = 1992 impacts. Here again, the exponential
law 1/λ exp(l/λ) corresponds very well to the data, where a
mean value of λ over 1000 runs is 406 nm ± 3.6 nm. Besides,
it is observed that 99% of the segments between two crossing
points are below 2 µm. A set of 1000 simulations provides a
mean value of about 56 000 crossing points (with standard
deviation of about 0.5%) in the volume of interest, which
corresponds to about 31 crossing points per µm3. Here again,
60% of the crossing points involve NWs from perpendicular
families. Moreover, as seen in the inset of Fig. 3(d), the
shortest distance d between two crossing NWs’ axes displays
a homogeneous probability density of 1/(2D) as obtained
for D = 105 nm in the inset of Fig. 3(a). The exponential
probability density for L and the homogeneous probability
density for d remain when changing the value of θ , while only
the value of λ is affected. As for the system with 40 nm in
diameter, the larger the value of θ , the smaller the value of λ.

One advantageous property of the 3D NW network sys-
tem is the dense interconnectivity of the NW segments. To
describe this characteristic, we investigate the density of NW
segments, noted nseg, and the density of crossing zones be-
tween the NW segments, noted ncross, for NW networks with
various diameters D and impact densities n, while fixing
the network thickness h to 22 µm. In contrast to a crossing
point that is defined for each pair of NWs that are crossing
each other, a crossing zone is defined as a volume where

multiple NWs interconnect, while the NW segments as the
segments between crossing zones. Therefore, the density of
crossing points is adjusted to accommodate crossing zones
involving multiple crossing points (i.e., more than two NWs
interconnecting; refer to Supplemental Material [36] Sec. S2
for details). In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we show the count his-
tograms for the crossing zone density (a) and NW segment
density (b) obtained from 1000 simulations of the system with
D = 40 nm, θ = 22.5◦, n = 1.2 × 1010 cm−2, and h = 22
µm. The results are well fitted by Gaussian distributions,
plotted using the calculated mean and standard deviation val-
ues from the simulations. For the case considered, we obtain
ncross = 5.4 × 1011 (±0.2%) and nseg = 1.1 × 1012 (±0.2%).
Note that this small standard deviation is anticipated to sig-
nificantly increase for minor variations in the parameters h,
θ , n, or D that can be expected in real NW networks. Table I
provides the values for ncross and nseg, as well as the mean
distance between two crossing points λ, for the different NW

TABLE I. Mean crossing zone and nanowire segments densities,
nseg and ncross, and mean distance between two crossing points λ,
obtained over 1000 simulations of nanowire network films with h =
22 µm and various combination of NW diameter D and ion impact
surface density n.

D (nm) n (cm−2) ncross (cm−2) nseg (cm−2) λ (nm)

20 4.8 × 1010 4.3 × 1012 8.6 × 1012 109
40 1.2 × 1010 5.4 × 1011 1.1 × 1012 216
105 2.4 × 109 5.3 × 1010 1.0 × 1011 405
230 5 × 108 5.0 × 109 9.0 × 109 883
40 6 × 108 1.6 × 109 2.2 × 109 2740
80 6 × 108 3.1 × 109 5.2 × 109 1770
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networks simulated with h fixed to 22 µm. Similar Gaussian
distributions are obtained for all the studied NW networks (see
Supplemental Material [36] Sec. S2 for the distributions, as
well as the mean and standard deviation values for ncross and
nseg). Our simulations with various NW network parameters
n and D reveals that the density of crossing points between
pairs of NWs varies as n2D (see Supplemental Material [36]
Sec. S2). This relationship can be attributed to the fact that
the number of NWs per cm2 is directly proportional to n.
Assuming that the probability of two NWs to cross is inde-
pendent of the number of NWs, then the number of crossing
points made by each of the n NWs will be proportional to
the number n of NWs; i.e., the density of crossing points is
proportional to n2. Additionally, the probability of crossing
points is found to be proportional to D, as suggested by the
condition for crossing |d| � D. Then, the adjustment made to
calculate the density of crossing zones results in a decrease
compared to the density of crossing points. This corrective
factor is found to be proportional to the network packing
factor P (i.e., proportional to nD2), as an increasing packing
factor induces an increasing proportion of crossing zones in-
volving more than two NWs (see Supplemental Material [36]
Sec. S3). Importantly, NW networks with D = 20 nm and
n = 4.8 × 1010 cm−2 exhibit up to about 1013 interconnected
segments per cm2. This has high interest for neuromorphic
computing applications. Indeed, the human brain is estimated
to host in the range of 1014 synaptic connections [37–42].
Interestingly, 1014 interconnections can be achieved with a
network of about 10 cm2. Note that in the real system, the
angle θ varies between 20◦ and 25◦, thereby allowing for
additional crossings between NWs from the same families.
Consequently, the values reported in Table I are expected to
be underestimated.

In Fig. 4(c), we present the proportion of crossing zones
involving two, three, or four NWs for various networks with
given n or D characteristics. As depicted, the proportion of
crossing zones involving more than two NWs increases with
increasing n or D. Notably, we observe that the proportion
of crossing zones involving two NWs is directly dependent
on the NW network packing factor (see Supplemental Ma-
terial [36] Sec. S3 for further details). Note that crossing
zones can involve more than four NWs in the systems with
D = 105 nm and n = 2.4 × 109 cm−2 and D = 230 nm and
n = 5 × 108 cm−2. However, these crossing zones account for
less than 1% of the total crossing zones in the system.

These preliminary results can be used as a base to study
physical properties of interest within complex 3D network
of NWs with dense interconnectivity, such as electrical or
heat transport, magnetism, or temperature distribution—this
by simulating various smaller and simpler NW crossing con-
figurations of the system and utilizing the statistical properties
derived here to reconstruct the anticipated behavior of the en-

tire system. It should be noticed that 3D NW network systems
remain very complex nanostructures and additional imperfec-
tions such as defects in the template or inhomogeneous growth
can impact the structure.

III. CONCLUSION

In this study, we characterize analytically some geomet-
ric properties of three-dimensional interconnected nanowire
networks with selected characteristics. We observe an expo-
nential distribution of the nanowire segment size between
two interconnections, indicating a very large number of short
nanowires. Our investigation reveals that altering the angle
θ affects the network’s properties. As θ increased, the mean
interdistance between two crossing points decreased, align-
ing with the increased probability of NW segments crossing
within the volume. This trend is consistent across varying
values of θ , with the exponential distribution fitting the data
effectively. Simulations of networks with different nanowire
diameters and ion impact surface densities also provide simi-
lar results. The densities of crossing zones and interconnected
nanowire segments are proportional to n2D multiplied by
a factor dependent on the nanowire packing factor P =
nπD2/4, where n and D refer to the ion impact surface density
and nanowire diameter, respectively. Importantly, these NW
networks demonstrate the potential for achieving up to about
1013 interconnected segments per cm2, a crucial factor for ap-
plications in neuromorphic computing. Notably, our findings
suggest that a network covering approximately 10 cm2 could
achieve the significant 1014 synaptic connections estimated in
the human brain. To conclude, our analytical study provides
valuable insights into the geometric properties and intercon-
nections within three-dimensional nanowire networks. These
findings contribute to our understanding of the impact of
key parameters on network characteristics and highlight the
potential of such networks for applications requiring dense
interconnectivity.
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